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Cobalt ferrite Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticles were prepared using the sol-gel auto
combustion process. The effects of calcination temperature on structural, magnetic, and
electrical properties were studied. The cubic spinel phase fashioning of ferrite structure
was confirmed using Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) and X-ray
DOI:
Diffraction Patterns (XRD). The size of the formed crystallite of ferrite samples is ranged
http://dx.doi.org/10.37652/JUAPS. from 24.530 to 49.067 nm and it is found to be dependent on calcination. According to
2021.15.2.11
the images, which were taken by a Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM), the particle size increases with raising the calcination temperature. Energy
Dispersive Spectrum (EDS) was used to confirm the presence of Co, Fe, and O in all
Keywords:
samples. A Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) was used to study the magnetic
Nanoparticle ferrites;
properties such as coercivity, saturation magnetization, and remanence field for the asSpinel ferrites;
burnt and calcined samples. All samples exhibited ferrimagnetic behavior. As the
X-ray diffraction;
calcination temperature rises, saturation magnetization (𝑀𝑠 ), remanent magnetization
FE-SEM;
(𝑀𝑟 ), and squareness ratio (𝑀𝑟 / 𝑀𝑠 ) increased. This behavior is related to the spin
Dielectric properties.
canting and disturbance in the surface spin. At room temperature, the dielectric loss factor
(𝜀′′), dielectric loss angle (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿), dielectric constant (𝜀′), and the conductivity 𝜎𝑎𝑐 of all
samples were examined as a function of frequency using the LCR meter. The changes in
dielectric properties have been characterized at frequencies ranged from 50Hz to 2MHz
based on Koop's theory, Maxwell-Wagner polarization, and electron hopping. As
frequency rose, all-dielectric properties exhibited natural behavior.

For the production of stoichiometric ferrites nanoparticles,
several chemical and physical processes such as sol-gel,
hydrothermal, co-precipitation, combustion technique, ballmilling, and so on have been applied [7].
The structural, magnetical, and electrical properties of
cobalt ferrite are affected by a variety of characteristics in the
spinel cobalt ferrite structure, including crystallite size,
particle size, metal cation distribution among the lattice sites,
and porosity [8]. The magnetic properties, such as saturation
magnetization (𝑀𝑆 ), remnant magnetization (𝑀𝑟 ), and
coercivity (𝐻𝐶 ) cobalt ferrite, are strongly affected by the
increase of calcination temperature [9,10]. Furthermore, the
dielectric properties of cobalt ferrite are highly impacted by
cation redistributions as the calcination temperature rises,
making them appealing for high-frequency applications [10].
In this study, Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticles were synthesized
using a sol-gel auto combustion method because it is simple to
make, has high purity, requires little time, and has good
uniformity at low temperatures [11].

1. INTRODUCTION
Metal oxide in the nano-regime has piqued the interest of
many researchers in recent years because of its potential use in
magnetic recording, biomedicine, spintronics, ferro-fluids,
magnetic drug targeting, gas sensors, and hyperthermia for
cancer treatment [1-3]. Spinel cobalt ferrite is a promising
material for many commercial applications because of its
mechanical hardness, moderate saturation magnetization, high
coercivity, and excellent chemical stability [4,5]. Nano-ferrites
are excellent magnetic and dielectric materials. The ferrites'
characteristics are determined by the metal cations used and
their distribution between the spinel lattice's tetrahedral (A)
and octahedral (B) sites. The preparation circumstances,
sintering temperature, chemical composition, and preparation
technique all influence the characteristics of nano-ferrites [6].
*Corresponding author: Department of Physics,
College of Education for Pure Sciences University Of Diyala, Iraq.
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Figure 1 represents the XRD patterns of Co0.8Fe2.2O4
nanoferrites as-burnt and calcined powders at temperatures of
500, 600, and 700 degrees Celsius. All of the reflection peaks
corresponding to the (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422),
(511), and (440) planes of a cubic unit cell are visible in the
XRD pattern. The peak location in XRD patterns matches the
crystalline phase for CoFe2O4 with reference code ICSD 00001-1121. Our findings show that the diffraction peaks
become sharper and narrower as the calcination temperature
rises, and their intensity rises as well. This signifies that
crystallinity is intensifying when the crystalline volume ratio
increases due to the nuclei's particle size enlargement [12].
The results agreed well with what was reported by Ali et al.
[13]. The impure phase of hematite (iron oxide) was found in
samples calcined at 600 and 700 ℃ [12]. The crystallite sizes
(𝐷) were estimated from Scherrer formula [14] for each
sample using the peak's FWHM (311).
0.96𝜆
𝐷=
(1)
𝛽. 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
Where 𝐷 is the crystalline size, 𝜆 the wavelength of Xray, 𝛽 (in radians) is FWHM of the concerned peak, and 𝜃 is
the Bragg diffraction angle. Table 1 shows with the raise of
crystalline size the calcination temperature. It is noticed that
the particle's specific surface area is reduced, which is agreed
with reported in earlier research [15].

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Synthesis
The sol-gel auto combustion method was used to create
nano-crystalline cobalt ferrites having the empirical formula
Co0.8Fe2.2O4. To form a mixed solution, the stoichiometric
concentrations of citric acid C6H8O7.H2O, ferric nitrate
Fe(NO3)3.9H2O, and cobalt nitrate Co(NO3)2.6H2O in a 1:1
mole ratio were dissolved separately in minimal quantities of
deionized water. The resulting solutions were converted into a
viscous gel-phase by gradually raising the hot plate
temperature to 90 °C for 2 hours under continuous stirring.
During evaporation, the solution became viscid and
subsequently transformed into a viscid brown gel. After
separating the water molecules, which were in the mixture, the
viscid gel was placed in an oven and heated to 250 °C to
initiate an auto combustion reaction and create as-burnt ferrite
powder. The rough powder was collected and processed in a
mortar with an agitating unite to produce a soft powder. The
as-burnt powder after combustion was calcined at 500, 600,
and 700 ˚C for 3 hours to increase the homogeneity and to
remove the organic waste, where the as-burnt samples and the
samples that calcined at 500, 600, and 700 ˚C added with a
four-drop PVA as a binder to press it into circular pellets of
diameter 13 mm with thickness about 2 mm. This occurs by
applying a pressure of 2 tons for 1 min using a hydraulic press
by dry pressing method, then the prepared pellets were
sintered at 350, 600, 700, and 800 ℃ for 3hours to intensify
the samples and, slowly allowed to be cooled naturally to
examine the dielectric properties.
2.2. Characterizations
XRD patterns were recorded using a (PANalytical X’pert
Pro diffractometer, Netherlands) equipped with a source of
high-intensity Cu k𝛼 radiation (λ= 0.154 nm, 40 mA, 40 kV)
in the 2θ range (15° - 70°). The surface morphology of the
samples was carried out by FE-SEM using (FE-SEM; Model
Mira3-XMU, TESCAN, Japan). Fourier transform-infrared
studies were carried for all the samples using (Perkin Elmer
FT-IR spectrometer, USA) and KBr pellets in the range 300 to
4000 cm-1.
The results for remanence, magnetization, and coercive
fields were obtained by tracing M–H hysteresis loops of
calcined powders for as-burnt, 500, 600, and 700 C using an
(LBKFB model Meghnatis Daghigh Kavir Company)
by Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) at room
temperature in applied fields ± 15kOe. At room temperature,
dielectric measurements were taken with an LCR meter type
(KEYSIGHT E4980A) in the frequency range 50Hz to 2MHz.

Fig1: The XRD pattern of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for asburnt and different calcination temperatures (500, 600, and
700 °C).
The lattice parameter (𝑎) of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites was
determined by interplanar spacing using the following
relationship [16].
𝑎 = 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 √ℎ2 + 𝑘 2 + 𝑙 2

(2)

Where ℎ, 𝑘 and 𝑙 are the Miller indices of the lattice plane
and 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 is interplanar spacing. As shown in table 1, the
measured lattice parameters revealed that the lattice parameter
is 8.360 Å, 8.368 Å, 8.353 Å, and 8.348 Å for all samples (as-

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structural Properties
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burnt, 500 ℃, 600 ℃, and 700 ℃), respectively. Except for
calcination at 500 ℃, the lattice parameter appears to decrease
as the calcination temperature rises. These behaviors agree
with those found in the literature [17].
The prepared samples' X-ray density (𝜌𝑥 ) was determined
using the equation [13].
8𝑀

𝜌𝑥 = 𝑁𝑎3

positions of bands 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 as a function of calcination
temperature. The interaction of oxygen ions with cations in
the unit cell's octahedral and tetrahedral sites could explain the
frequency difference between the characteristic vibrations 𝑣1
and 𝑣2 [16]. The FT-IR analysis shows a rise in calcined
temperatures (as-burnt, 500, and 600 °C), a similar pattern of
peak shifting towards the higher frequencies side for the
bands 𝑣1 and a similar pattern of peak shifting towards the
lower frequencies side for the bands 𝑣2 , which indicates a
mixed spinel state of Co0.8Fe2.2O4. This can be attributed to the
change in the lengths of the bonds between metal ions and
oxygen ions found at the tetrahedral and octahedral positions
[16].

(3)

where factor 8 indicates the number of molecules per
unit cell, 𝑁 is Avogadro's number, 𝑀 is the molecular weight
and 𝑎3 is the cell volume. The X-ray densities of cobalt ferrite
samples ranged between 5.315 g/cm3 and 5.354 g/cm3 . The
X-ray densities increased as the calcination temperature
increased. This is consistent with the preceding article [18].
The distance between hopping lengths in the tetrahedral
(A) and octahedral (B) sites for Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites and
the magnetic ions were calculated by utilizing the relations
below [19].

𝐿𝐴 = 0.25𝑎√3
𝐿𝐵 = 0.25𝑎√2

2.2. Specimens Preparation
The method (Hand lay-up molding) is used in preparing
the samples because it is one of the easy, successful and
common methods. Unsaturated polyester resin is prepared by
adding a hardener to ratio (2g hardenes:100 g UPE) and well
mix it by the electric mixer for a homogeneous mixture. Glass
fiber and rock wool fibers were cut in (20 cm x 20 cm)
dimensions, and added to unsaturated polyester with a
volumetric fraction of (20%). The molding process carried
out.

(4)
(5)

The measured hopping length 𝐿𝐴 and 𝐿𝐵 values for
Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticles are presented in table 1. It is noted
that as calcination temperature increases, the hopping length
changes. The rate at which Fe3+ substitutes into the tetrahedral
and octahedral sites changes as Fe3+ concentration increases,
which may play a role in changing the value of hopping length
concerning the fluctuation in the ionic radius of Co2+ and Fe3+
ions.
Table 1. Crystallite size (𝐷), Lattice parameter ‘𝑎’, X-ray
density (𝜌𝑥 ), hopping length (𝐿𝐴 )and (𝐿𝐵 ) of Co0.8 Fe2.2 O4
nanoferrites for as-burnt and different calcination temperature
(500, 600, and 700 °C).
Composition

Temp.˚CD(nm)
as- burnt 24.53

(Co0.8Fe2.2O4)

ρx
(g/cm3)

LA
(Å)

LB
(Å)

8.36

5.330

3.620

2.955
2.958
2.953
2
2.951

A
(Å)

500

27.90

8.36

5.315

3.623

600

36.26

8.35

5.344

3.617

700

49.06

8.34

5.354

3.614

Open Access

Fig 2: FT-IR spectra of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for as-burnt
and different calcination temperatures (500, 600, and 700°C).

3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR):
Based on vibrational modes, the FT-IR spectrum analysis
is a valuable technique for determining where ions are situated
in the crystal structure [20]. Fig.2 shows the FT-IR spectra of
all the synthesized samples (as-burnt, 500, 600, and 700 ℃)
respectively. It is noted that all spinel compounds conform to
the vibrational modes of the two major absorption bands
below 1000 cm-1. The presence of the band in the 569.001 to
570.930 cm-1 (high frequency 𝑣1 ) range coincides to the
complexes of the tetrahedral (A-site) group vibration (M-O)
whereas that in the range of 362.617 to 368.404 cm-1 (low
frequency 𝑣2 ) arises due to the octahedral (B-site) group
complexes intrinsic vibrations (M-O). Table 2 shows the

Table 2. Wave-number of FT-IR spectroscopy of Co0.8Fe2.2O4
nanoferrites for as- burnt and different calcination
temperatures (500, 600, and 700 °C).
Temp. ̊C
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FT-IR frequency bands (cm-1)
ν1
ν2

as-burnt

569.001

368.404

500

569.001

366.475

600
700

570.930
570.930

362.617
362.617
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generated by different ionic radii and/or nanoparticle
collection. As a result, it has a more stringent requirement,
which results in smaller sizes [21].
The formation of the desired oxide metals is revealed by
EDS analysis, suggesting that these metals have undergone
chemical reactions. Therefore, the chemical composition of
the model and their weight ratios can be determined as
illustrated in Figures 4 (a-d). The prominent peaks indicate the
major elements in the material (Co, Fe, and O) with the
absence of any impurities

3.3. FE-SEM Studies:
The particle size and surface morphology of as-burnt
Co1.2Fe1.8O4 nanoferrites and the calcined samples at different
calcination temperatures were examined by the image of FESEM, as depicted in Fig. 3 (a–d).

Fig 3: FE-SEM images of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for (a) asburnt (b) calcined sample at 500 ℃ (c) at 600 ℃ and (d) at 700
℃.
The FE-SEM micrographs of the cobalt ferrite powders
(Fig.3) demonstrate the predicted microstructure of sol-gel
prepared magnetic cobalt ferrite. The as-burnt sample (250
°C) in Fig. 3a revealed a morphology consisting of smaller
and agglomerated grains, compared with the image of the
other samples. The FE-SEM image revealed that as the
calcining temperature raised, the particle size increased.
Figure 3 (b-d) displays the FE-SEM image of Co0.8Fe2.2O4
nanoferrites annealed at 500, 600, and 700℃ with some
mildly agglomerated and some isolated spherical ferrite
particles shown at 700 ◦C due to the thermal process and the
naturally
happening
interaction
between
magnetic
nanoparticles. Table 3 shows that the values of the assessed
diameters of the Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticles for as-burnt and the
calcined samples at 500, 600, and 700 ◦C with comparatively
well-crystallized grains and mean particle size less than
26.707, 29.964, 39.062, and 53.652 nm, as measured by Image
J Software.

Fig 4: EDS spectra of Co1.2Fe1.8O4 nanoferrites for (a) as-burnt
(b) calcined sample at 500℃ (c) at 600 ℃ and (d) at 700 ℃.
3.4. Magnetic Measurement
At room temperature, magnetic hysteresis loops of the
Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for all synthesized samples were
determined using a VSM in an applied field ±15 kOe ranges,
as demonstrated in Fig.5.

Table 3. Average crystallite size and particle size of
Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for (a) as-burnt (b) calcined sample at
500 ℃ (c) calcined at 600 ℃ and (d) calcined sample at 700℃
calculated from XRD and FE-SEM
Temp.℃

D(nm) XRD

D(nm) FE-SEM

as-burnt

24.530

26.707

500

27.906

29.964

600

36.265

39.062

700

49.067

53.652

Fig 5: Hysteresis curves of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for asburnt and different calcination temperatures.

The particle size, which was estimated by FE-SEM
micrographs, is found to be larger than that estimated using
XRD data. The XRD method could be responsible for the
molecular structural disturbance and lattice strain are

According to the magnetic measurements, all the
synthesized ferrite samples show a ferrimagnetic behavior.
The magnetic parameters of the cobalt ferrite nanoparticles,
such as coercivity (𝐻𝑐 ) values, saturation magnetization
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domain size limit [24]. Raghvendra et al. [25] reported that the
rise in the effective anisotropy area is related to the increase of
coercive values (𝐻𝑐 ). According to Néel's two sub-lattice
model, the magnetic moments of ferrites are the total of the
magnetic moments of individual sub-lattices. In these sub-

values (𝑀𝑠 ), and remanent magnetization (𝑀𝑟 ) values were
obtained from the hysteresis loops. The empirical magnetic
moment (𝑛𝐵 ), squareness ratio (𝑆), and magnetic anisotropy
(𝐾) are determined from the following relationships
respectively [21,22].
(𝑀𝑤𝑡 × 𝑀𝑠 )
𝑛𝐵 =
(6)
5585
𝑀𝑟
𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
(7)
𝑀𝑠
(0.96 × 𝐾)
𝐻𝐶 =
(8)
𝑀𝑠
Where, 𝑀𝑤𝑡 is the molecular weight.
The shift in saturation magnetization (𝑀𝑠 ) in the
Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites at different calcining temperatures
was a major feature observed in the hysteresis loops. The
magnetic parameters derived from the hysteresis curves are
shown in Table 4. The saturation (𝑀𝑠 ) and remanence (𝑀𝑟 )
both increase as the calcination temperature rises. The highest
saturation magnetization (𝑀𝑠 ) was 71.93 emu g −1 for the
nanoparticles of cobalt ferrite calcined at 700℃ while the
smallest saturation magnetization (𝑀𝑠 ) was 59.37 emu g −1
for as-burnt samples. The shift in saturation magnetization at
the calcination temperature increased due to spin canting and
surface spin disturbance that occurred in these
nanoparticles[16].

lattices, ion-electron exchange interaction has various
values, (𝑀 = 𝑀𝐵 − 𝑀𝐴 ) is the overall magnetization, and the
A-sublattice magnetization is smaller compared to the Bsublattice magnetization [16]. With an increase in calcining
temperature, the anisotropy constant rose from 114.70 × 10 3
emu. Oe g −1 (at as-burnt) to 164.22 × 103 𝑒mu . Oe g −1 (at 500
℃). However, with a further increase in the calcining
temperature, the anisotropy constant decreased from 164.22 ×
103 emu. Oe g −1 (at 500 ℃) to 90.80 × 103 emu. Oe g −1 (at 600
℃). As a result, due to a decrease in average crystalline size,
cationic redistribution changed in the magnetic domain
regime, affecting magnetocrystalline anisotropy [24]. The
squareness ratio of (𝑀𝑟 /𝑀𝑠 ) sheds light on the investigated
ferrite nanoparticles' superexchange interactions and
magnetocrystalline anisotropy [8]. Our findings elucidate that
the values of (𝑀𝑟 /𝑀𝑠 ) are approximately larger than 0.5. As a
result, the nanoparticles' have superexchange interactions [16].
3.5. Dielectric Properties
The dielectric properties of ferrite nanoparticles provide
insight into the electrical conduction process in terms of
dielectric reaction in an AC electric field. A multitude of
factors influences these qualities, including chemical
composition, the method of preparation, stoichiometry, ionic
charge, grain size, porosity, and cation distribution between
the tetrahedral and octahedral structures [14].
Dielectric properties of the synthesized materials such as the
real part of the dielectric constant(έ ), the imaginary part of
the dielectric loss (𝜀ʺ) or dielectric loss factor, dielectric loss
angle (𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿), and AC conductivity (𝜎𝑎𝑐 ) are calculated as a
function of frequency (200 kHz – 2 MHz) for different
temperatures of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 as shown in table 5. using the
following relationships [26].

Table 4. Variation in saturation magnetization (𝑀𝑠 ),
remanence magnetization (𝑀𝑟 ), coercivity (𝐻𝑐 ) magnetic
moment (𝑛𝑩 ), squareness ratio (𝑀𝑟 / 𝑀𝑠 ), and magnetic
anisotropy (𝐾) of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites for different
calcination temperatures.
Mr
(emu
g−1)
31.04

Hc
(Oe)

nB
(μB)

Mr/
Ms

As-burnt

Ms
(emu
g−1)
59.37

1184.6

2.49

0.52

K × 103
(emu .Oe
g−1)
114.70

500

63.71

34.41

2474.5

2.68

0.54

164.22

600

70.31

35.41

1239.7

2.95

0.50

90.80

700

71.93

36.02

1228.4

3.02

0.50

92.03

Temp.℃

Open Access

έ=

Because Fe3+ ions have a greater magnetic moment than
2+
Co ions, the magneton number (𝜂𝐵 ) increased from 2.49 to
3.02 𝜇𝐵 in cobalt ferrite nanoparticles as the calcining
temperature increased, resulting in the redistribution of
dominant Fe3+ ions at B sites. [23]. The coercivity values (𝐻𝑐 )
increase from 1854.6 𝑂𝑒 (at as-burnt) to 2474.5 𝑂𝑒 (at 500 ℃)
with an increase of calcining temperature . Nonetheless, the
coercivity values (𝐻𝑐 ) decrease from 2474.5 𝑂𝑒 (at 500 ℃) to
1228.4 𝑂𝑒 (at 700 ℃) with a higher calcining temperature. As
a result, the value of coercivity grew until it hit the peak at
which point it began to decline. Alternatively, single domain
cobalt ferrite nanoparticles create higher coercivity values at
lower calcining temperatures, which decrease as calcining
progress. This is because the development of multi-domains
after the cobalt ferrite nanoparticles exceeds their single-

𝐶𝑑
εₒ 𝐴

(9)

1
(10)
2𝜋𝑓𝑅𝑝 𝐶𝑝
𝜀 ˝ = έ tan 𝛿
(11)
σ𝑎𝑐 = 2𝜋𝑓εₒ έ tan 𝛿
(12)

tan 𝛿 =

Where 𝐶 is the capacitance of the pellet in farad, 𝑑 is the
thickness of the pellet in meter, 𝐴 the cross-sectional area of
the flat surface of the pellet, 𝜀ₒ is the constant of permittivity
of free space, 𝑅𝑝 is the equivalent parallel resistance, 𝐶𝑝 is the
equivalent parallel capacitance, and 𝑓 is the frequency.
The dielectric constant(𝜀′), dielectric loss angle (𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿),
dielectric loss factor (𝜀′′), and AC conductivity (𝜎𝑎𝑐 ) as a
function of frequency, are represented in Fig. 6(a-d). The
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such as the material's surface, have grain boundaries that are
poorly conducted, active, and require higher energy for
electron hopping. In the high-frequency zone, the highly
conducting grains get active, decreasing the energy required
for hopping [29].
The AC conductivity (𝜎𝑎𝑐 ) variation regarding the applied
frequency of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticle, at various sintering
temperatures, is depicted in Fig.6(d). The AC conductivity
progressively rises as the frequency of the applied field
increases and it rises steadily at higher frequencies. At lower
frequencies, grain boundaries are more active, resulting in
minimal electron hopping between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions, which
in turn leads to low conductivity and bound at lower
frequencies. It is evident from the figure that the frequency
dependence of AC conductivity grows. However, as the
frequency increases, the conductivity increases progressively
due to electron hopping between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions on the B
sites [10].
The frequency-dependent variance of AC electrical
conductivity has been established using Maxwell – Wagner's
dielectric double layer model. As a result, grain boundaries
perform better at lower frequencies. At lower frequencies, the
electron hopping frequency between Fe2+ and Fe3+ is
considerably reduced. As a result, the materials' apparent
conductivity at lower frequencies is decreased. The
conductive grains, on the other hand, become more effective
as the frequency of the applied field increases, encouraging
electron hopping between adjacent ions by promoting hopping
between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions on the octahedral sites. As a result,
as the frequency rises, the electrical conductivity increases as
well [14].
Figure 6 (a) indicates the variation of the dielectric
constant of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticles as a function of
frequency. A decrease in dielectric constant appears at
200KHz, 500KHz, 1MHz, 1.5MHz, and 2MHz degrees with
the increase in the temperatures 600, 700, and 800℃. The
nature of the variation in the dielectric constant is consistent
with previous results for manganese doped cobalt ferrite
nanoparticles as reported in the literature [30]. The decreasing
pattern in dielectric constant at temperatures 600, 700, and
800 ℃ may be attributed to the conversion of interfacial
polarization to ionic polarization because of charge hopping
between Co2+ and Fe2+ ions in the B site [31].
The variation of the dielectric loss angle of Co0.8Fe2.2O4
nanoparticles as a frequency function is shown in Figure 6 (b).
The dielectric loss angle increases as the temperature rise at
200 kHz, 500KHz, 1MHz, 1.5MHz, and 2MHz degrees. The
increase in dielectric loss angle (tan δ) caused by electrical
conductivity is greater than that caused by relaxation
effects[32]. Figure 6 (c) indicates the variation of the
dielectric loss factor of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoparticles as a
function of frequency. An increase in dielectric loss factor

dielectric constant (𝜀′) declines as the frequency increases
until it reaches its minimum value in a higher frequency
region, indicating frequency dispersion in the low-frequency
range. This was observed in the majority of ferrite materials.
[27]. The presence of many types of polarization (electronic,
dipolar, ionic, etc.) including space charge, which dominates
at low frequency, could explain the high values of dielectric
constant (𝜀′) at low frequency [14]. According to Koop's
theory, the Maxwell-Wagner form of dispersion is represented
by a reduction in dielectric constant (𝜀') as frequency increases
[28]. In Co0.8Fe2.2O4, local electron displacement in the
direction of the applied field is caused by electron exchange
between the two iron ions (Fe2+ and Fe3+) at the octahedral
site[17].

Fig 6: Dielectric properties of Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites as a
function of frequency, (a) dielectric constant(ε′), (b) dielectric
loss angle (tan δ), (c) dielectric loss factor (ε′′), and (d) AC
conductivity (σac ).
The polarization can be described by electron hopping
between ferrous ions (Fe2+) and ferric ions (Fe3+) ions and
hole hopping between Co2+ and Co3+ in the octahedral sites,
according to the Rezlescue Model [8]. The frequency of
electron/hole interaction will be unable to follow the applied
electric field in the higher frequency region, resulting in
polarization loss. As a result, the dielectric permittivity
approaches a constant value at higher frequencies. The
conductivity of a polycrystalline material has been shown to
increase with increasing particle size. Smaller grains imply a
smaller grain-to-grain surface contact area, and thus less
electron movement [8].
The variance of dielectric loss factor (𝜀′′) with frequency
as displayed in Figure (c), indicates a decrease with the
increase in the frequency. However, in the higher frequency
range, the rate of loss slowed and essentially leveled off,
which is consistent with Koop's thesis. Interfacial regions,
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appears at 200KHz, 500KHz, 1MHz, 1.5MHz, and 2MHz
degrees with the increase in the temperatures 600, 700, and
800℃. Similar results were reported for gadolinium
substituted nickel ferrite [29]. A rise in conductivity appears at
temperatures 600, 700, and 800℃. The increase in AC
conductivity at higher temperatures can be ascribed to the
thermally stimulated greater flexibility of charge carriers
which results in further electron transfer from one ion to
another [33].

samples. The particle size increases as the calcination
increases, as shown by FE-SEM photographs. Magnetization
measurement indicated that the highest value of coercivity
(𝐻𝑐 ), saturation magnetization (𝑀𝑠 ) and remanence
magnetization (𝑀𝑟 ) were obtained at calcining temperatures
500 and 700 ℃, respectively. The dielectric constant (𝜀′) and
dielectric loss factor (𝜀′′) and the dielectric loss angle (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿)
decreased as frequency rose, then became constant at high
frequencies, perhaps due to electron hopping between ferrous
(Fe2+) and ferric (Fe3+) ions. The levels of dielectric loss are
minimal at higher frequencies, indicating that high-frequency
applications may be conceivable. In all samples, the dielectric
constant and AC conductivity follow Koop's theory, the
Maxwell-Wagner polarization process, and electron hopping,
with conductivity (𝜎𝑎𝑐 ) increasing with frequency.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The sol-gel auto combustion method was used to prepare
Co0.8Fe2.2O4 nanoferrites. Various characterization techniques
such as FT-IR, XRD, FE-SEM EDS, and VSM, were used to
examine the effect of calcination temperature on crystallinity,
phase structure, morphology, and magnetic properties. X-ray
diffraction and FT-IR measurements revealed that all samples
displayed the typical behavior of a nanoparticle with a singlephase spinel shape. Thermal treatments were observed to
affect the hopping length, crystallite size, x-ray density, and
lattice parameter. EDS was used to characterize the
composition and verify the existence of O, Co, Fe, in all
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الخالصة:
حضرت جسيمات فيرايت الكوبلت  Co0.8Fe2.2O4النانوية باستخدام تقنية االحتراق التلقائي للهالم .تمت دراسة تأثير درجة حرارة الكلسنة على الخصائص التركيبية
والمغناطيسية والكهربائية .تم تأكيد تشكيل الطور السبنل المكعبي لتركيب الفيرايت باستخدام مطيافية األشعة تحت الحمراء ( )FT-IRوأنماط حيود األشعة السينية ( .)XRDاذ
تراوحت حجم البلورات المتكونة لعينات الفيرايت من  24.530إلى  49.067نانومتر ووجد أنها تعتمد على درجة حرارة الكلسنة .وفقًا لصور المجهر اإللكتروني الماسح ذي
االنبعاث المجالي ( ) FE-SEMيزداد حجم الجسيمات مع ارتفاع درجة حرارة الكلسنة .تم استخدام طيف تشتت الطاقة ( )EDSلتأكيد وجود  Coو  Feو  Oفي جميع العينات.
تم استخدام جهاز ( )VSMلدراسة الخصائص المغناطيسية للعينات المحترقة والمكلنسة مثل القوة القهرية ) 𝑐𝐻(  ،التشبعية المغناطيسية )  ، (Msالتخلفية المغناطيسية ) (Mr
 .أظهرت جميع العينات سلوكا ً فيري مغناطيسيا ً  ،تبين انه مع ارتفاع درجة حرارة الكلسنة  ،تزداد التشبعية المغناطيسية  ،التخلفية المغناطيسية والنسبة بين قيم ( .)Mr ⁄Ms
يرتبط هذا السلوك بانتعاش الدوران واالضطراب في دوران السطح عند درجة حرارة الغرفة .تم فحص عامل الفقد العزلي ) (ε′′وظل الفقد العزلي ) (tanδوثابت العزل
الكهربائي ) (ε′و وتوصيلية الكهربائية )  (σacلجميع العينات كدالة للتردد باستخدام مقياس  . LCRتم دراسة التغييرات في خصائص العزل الكهربائي في مدى تردد
) (50Hz-2MHzاستنادًا إلى نظرية كوبس واستقطاب ماكسويل  -فاجنر والتنقل اإللكتروني مع زيادة التردد  ،أظهرت الخصائص العزل الكهربائي بالكامل سلو ًكا طبيعيًا.
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